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Cosmological Paradigm for Galaxy Formation

• Galaxies coalesce from the large-
scale structure that manifests into 
a ‘cosmic web’ at ~Mpc scales

• The large-scale structure is a 
successful prediction of 𝝠CDM 
cosmology

• Question: How does the cosmic 
web influence galaxy formation 
and evolution across cosmic time?
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Credit: Millenium Simulation, 
CfA Redshift Survey, 

SDSS Survey, 2dF Survey



Cosmic Web and PFS Galaxy Evolution Survey
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Galaxy Evolution component of the PFS SSP Survey is designed explicitly to map the 
cosmic web at 0.7<z<2.7, to test the relationship between galaxies and cosmic web during 
the peak of cosmic star-formation 

• Low-z Galaxy Spectroscopic Survey (0.7<z<1.7): 

• Trace cosmic web of large-scale structure with galaxy spec-z (VIPERS-like: ngal~ 0.005 h3 Mpc-3)
• J-band magnitude limited

• IGM Tomography Sample (2.2<z<2.7):  

• Trace cosmic web in Ly-alpha absorption with background galaxies at 2.5<z<3.0 at comparable 
sampling to CLAMATO (d⊥=2.7 Mpc/h transverse separation)

• Also obtain sample of foreground galaxies at 2.2<z<2.6 for comparison with absorption map, 
at ngal~ 0.001 h3 Mpc-3 (equivalent to VUDS + zCOSMOS-Deep in COSMOS)

Credit: D. Kashino, C. Laigle



Density Reconstructions via Constrained 
Realizations

• “Density Reconstruction”: use observational data (3D galaxy distribution 
or Lyman-alpha absorption) to constrain underlying density field

• “Constrained Realizations”: Find initial density fluctuations (at z = ∞) 
most likely to match the data at zobs

• My “Team of Rivals”: 

• BIRTH Algorithm: Bayesian density reconstruction of galaxy redshift 
distributions (Kitaura, Ata et al 2019)

• TARDIS Algorithm: Optimal L-BFGS reconstruction of IGM 
absorption data (Horowitz, KGL et al 2019)
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Posterior Initial Conditions Posterior z=0 structures Observed SDSS Galaxy Field

Hamiltonian MC Sampling with BORG Algorithm (Jasche, Leclercq & Wandelt 2015)

We want to do this at high-redshifts!



I. Constrained Reconstructions from 
Galaxy Spectroscopic Surveys

• Bayesian Inference Reconstructions from THeoretical 
models (BIRTH), Kitaura, Ata et al 2019 (arXiv: 1911.00284)

• Purpose: Constrain initial conditions at Lagrangian q given a 
galaxy catalog in redshift space s, survey geometry R, bias b 
and forward model M

• Steps:
• Bin galaxy positions (in redshift space) 
• Generate forward model from set of initial conditions, 

incorporating gravitational evolution (2LPT), bias, 
selection function, peculiar velocities etc

• Sample the posterior density fields with Hamiltonian 
Monte Carlo sampling
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BOSS CMASS Galaxies

Kitaura, Ata et al 2019

Metin Ata 
(IPMU Postdoc)



Giving BIRTH to COSMOS
• Carry-out multi-tracer reconstructions by compiling existing high-z 

spectroscopic catalogs in COSMOS: zCOSMOS-Deep, VUDS, FMOS, 
MOSDEF, ZFIRE (Ata, KGL in prep)

• Note: 1 deg → 70Mpc/h at z=2.5 (“pencil-Sharpie-beam survey”)
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Survey Selection Functions
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Preliminary Results
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Ata, KGL et al in prep
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Even more preliminary results

• N-body simulation based on most likely initial conditions at 2.0<z<2.5 in COSMOS
• Track evolution COSMOS protoclusters from z=∞ to z=0
• Much more direct than looking for ‘similar’ structures in e.g. Millennium run
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z=2.50 protocluster, 
Casey+2015, Wang+2016, 

Cucciati+2018

z=2.44 protocluster, 
Diener+2014, Casey+2015,

Cucciati+2018

z=2.1 protocluster, 
Spitler+2012, Hung+2016 

Nanayakkara+2016



Part II: Constrained Reconstructions from IGM 
Tomography Surveys

• Reconstructing the density field in tomographic 
Lyman-alpha forest data using Tomographic Absorption 
Reconstruction & Density Inference Scheme (TARDIS)

• Different ‘survey geometry;: 

• Galaxy Survey: 0-dimensional points sampling 
discrete positions with a density bias

• Lyman-alpha forest absorption: Sets of 1D 
sightlines probing continuous absorption field
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IGM Tomography: Mapping the 3D Ly-alpha forest
• A grid of closely-separated sightlines, could allow reconstruction of 3D absorption field on 

scales comparable to sightline separation (Pichon+2001, Caucci+2008, KG Lee+2014)

• Each sightline probes ~500 cMpc, so is much more efficient at mapping cosmic volumes than 
using galaxy spec-z’s
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Credit: Casey Stark (UC Berkeley)

Going fainter → More sightlines → Smaller scales



COSMOS LYMAN-ALPHA MAPPING AND 
TOMOGRAPHY OBSERVATIONS (CLAMATO)

• Keck survey on COSMOS field (10hr, +02deg)
• 240 background LBG spectra over 0.16deg2 with 2.4Mpc/h transverse separation
• Full public data release of DR1 available! (Lee+2018, ApJS, 237, 31)
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24 h-1Mpc

30 h-1Mpc

COSMOS/CANDELS  
Field
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YouTube: http://tinyurl.com/clamatovid-v2

340 Mpc/h along LOS (2.05>z<2.55), 21Mpc/h x 27Mpc/h transverse
Total volume ~ (100 cMpc)3

Blue haze = Ly-alpha absorption. Dots = Spectroscopic redshifts from COSMOS surveys

Visualizations by Thomas Müller (Haus der Astronomie)

http://tinyurl.com/clamatovid-v2
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z=2.5 Ly𝛼 Data

z~∞ Matter Density
(“Free Parameter”)

z=2.5 Matter Densityz=2.5 Ly𝛼 Flux

L-BFGS Solver

FastPM N-Body
Fluctuating GP  
Approximation

Likelihood Calculation

Schematic of TARDIS Algorithm
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Optimization over Initial Density 
Fields: LBFGS

• Use a quasi-Newtonian algorithm: Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS)

• Choose (random) starting point, x0,  and diagonal initial hessian H0

• While convergence criteria isn’t met…

1. Compute search direction: 

2. Move the amount to move along pk using a line search algorithm. 

3. Update Hessian according to “BFGS Update Algorithm”:

Nocedal, Wright (1999)

The “L” means only a limited number (~6) of former Hessians are used to compute the next step. 



Validation on Mock Data Sets
• Approach: test inference scheme on mock Ly-alpha absorption data sets 

generated from TreePM N-body simulation (M. White+2010).
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Mock Survey
Sightline 
Separation 

(h-1Mpc)

Sightline 
Density 

(deg-2)

Magnitude limit 
(rAB)

S/Nmin 

(per Å)

CLAMATO/PFS (8-10m) 2.4 860 24.5 1.4

30+m Telescopes 1.0 4800 25.2 2.8

Horowitz, Lee+2019



TARDIS Convergence
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TARDIS Initial Results
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• Overall cosmic web filaments at z~2.5 can be reasonably well-recovered even with 8-10m class surveys 
(below)

• Moderate-density cosmic structures are well-recovered (using Zel’dovich-like approach, e.g. Forero-
Romero+2008)

• Ly-alpha absorption alone has difficulty correctly recovering the amplitude of fluctuations due to 
saturation — density fluctuations underestimated

• We also get the large-scale velocity field approximately correct
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Horowitz, Lee+2019
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Recovery of Cosmic Web Vectors
• Below: dot product distribution between ‘true’ cosmic web characteristic eigenvectors vs 

TARDIS recovery. CLAMATO/PFS will do reasonably well, but ELTs will have superb recovery

• This approach allows us to test theories of galaxy intrinsic alignments at Cosmic Noon! (e.g. 
Dubois+2014: blue galaxies are aligned ⟘ to filaments, red galaxies are ||) 
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Horowitz, Lee+2019

True cosmic web 
eigenvector

Inferred cosmic web 
eigenvector



Next Steps for TARDIS
• Combining galaxy spectroscopic density field with IGM tomography will 

improve recovery of overdensities

• Moving beyond fixed FGPA in creating absorption skewers:

• Fitting for e.g. temperature-density power-law and UVBG amplitude 
within the FGPA model

• More realistic mapping between matter density and Ly-alpha absorption: 
neural network model trained with hydro simulations

22 Credit: Ben Horowitz
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Predicting the late-time environment of z=2.5 galaxies
• The ‘free parameter’ in TARDIS are the initial density fluctuations in the observed 

volume… we can study the evolution of the observed density field to z=0
• For an observed sample of z=2.5 galaxies (with spec-z) coeval with IGM tomography 

data, can try to predict their z=0 environment by treating them as Lagrangian particles
• Can relate z~2.5 galaxies to the z~0 morphology-density relationship etc
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Test Particle Trajectories from z=2.5 → z=0

Truth Reconstruction from z=2.5 TMT

Horowitz, Lee+2019

Lagrangian Truth Matrix for z=2.5 → z=0
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Summary
• Constrained realizations are an interesting approach to study the connection between large-scale structure at high-

redshift (z>1):
• BIRTH algorithm for applying to galaxy spectroscopic survey data

• Being applied to 1.4<z<3.5 catalogs in COSMOS, good enough to reconstruct galaxy protocluster evolution
• Application to PFS Galaxy Evolution survey 0.7<z<1.7 galaxy redshift sample will enable cosmic web 

reconstruction
• TARDIS algorithm for applying to Lyman-alpha forest IGM tomography data

• Can reconstruct 3D cosmic web geometry and dynamics at z~2
• Work ongoing to combine galaxy redshift distribution with IGM absorption to accurately recover amplitudes

• Subaru PFS will carry out cosmo-chronological analyses over 10-50x greater volumes than currently exist!
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Size of CLAMATO 
Footprint

Size of 4 Subaru PFS pointings 
(~1/3 of SSP Galaxy Evolution 

Survey footprint)

Size of VUDS/
zCOSMOS footprint



• Lee & White 2016: Attempt to recover cosmic web in simulated IGM survey maps 

• Adopt Zel’dovich-like analysis (… Hahn+2007, Forero-Romero+2009, 
Eardley+2015), by analyzing deformation-tensor of density field

• This can be derived from density field in Fourier space, by using Poisson’s equation 

• So the deformation tensor in Fourier space is simply

Investigating Cosmic Web Recovery 
With IGM Tomography
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Defining The Cosmic Web
• Calculate pseudo-deformation tensor Tij of the density field, diagonalize 

at each point to obtain eigenvalues + eigenvectors

• The eigenvalues can be associated with dimensions of collapse in the 
cosmic web, relative to an threshold value:

• Voids:       - - - 

• Sheets:     + - -

• Filaments: + + -

• Nodes:     + + +
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